
Hiding from the World

Communic

Let me hide from this world today
I need to escape for a while
Will I disappear if I close my eyes?
How long will it take for someone to care?

    
Hello my friend, are you home today?
Please let me stay for a while
A call to the above led to no reply
Seems like even Hell is closed today

    
Abandoned in this vagrant part of life
My devotion lost, how could I let it go
To the edge where my counting days are done
As soon as the Earth will cover my eyes

    

And I have never
Dared to tell anyone about my curse
Ahh, they will never understand
And I can never allow
To tell anyone about my curse
Ohh, they will never understand

    
Close my eyes and vanish in thin air
Left of right?, whaťs the easy way out
I need some time
To erase those ghosts from my past
How long will it take before they leave?
Beforr they leave ...
Before they leave ...

    
Frozen in the cruel heart of this world
Or lost as dead meat in the desert heat
Loosing fate, I shouldn't care what people say
Me, myself and I, know better than that

    
Close my eyes and vanish in thin air
Left of right?, whaťs the easy way out
I need some time
To erase those ghosts from my past
How long will it take before they leave?

    
Shouldn't ask questions
I don't want the answers to
This next one will be a difficult one to ask
So confused, please let me go back in time
Before all this Hell broke Ioose

    
Abandoned in this vagrant part of life
My devotion lost, how could I let it go



To the edge where my counting days are done
As soon as the Earth will cover my eyes

    
And I have never
Dared to tell anyone about my curse
Ahh, they will never understand
And I can never allow
To tell anyone about my curse
Ohh, they will never understand

    
Close my eyes and vanish in thin air
Left of right?, whaťs the easy way out
I need some time
To erase those ghosts from my past
How long will it take before they leave?

    
Abandoned in this vagrant part of life
My devotion lost, how could I let it go
To the edge where my counting days are done
As soon as the Earth will cover my eyes
So let me hide from the world today

    
Abandoned in this vagrant part of life
My devotion lost, how could I let it go
To the edge where the light of days will end
As soon as the Earth will cover my eyes
So let me hide from the world ...

    
Close my eyes and vanish in thin air
Left or right?, whaťs the easy way out
I need some time
To erase those ghosts form my past
How long will it take before they leave?

    
Let me hide from this world today
I need to escape for a while
A call to the above led to no reply
Seems like even Hell is closed today
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